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University of Waterloo Library 
Collection Development Policy Statement 

Department of Political Science 
 
August 2015 
 
 
Persons Responsible for Collection 
 
The decision to select specific resources related to political science is the responsibility 
of the Liaison Librarian, Jane Forgay, in consultation with the Faculty Library 
Representative, John Jaworsky. 
 
Department Description and Purpose 
 
The Political Science Department offers courses of study at the undergraduate and 
Master of Arts levels and to the PhD level with a specialization in Global Governance.  
The department research and teaching activities generally fall into the following areas1:  
 

Politics and business 
studying the relationship between politics and business, states and markets, 
economics and politics, and power and wealth 
 
Global governance 
studying the relationships among states, international organizations, and non-state 
actors in the international system as well as the challenges posed by cross-national 
and global problems and the means by which they may be addressed 
 
Public policy and administration 
including the study of political institutions within specific countries as well as specific 
courses on public policy and public administration in Canada and elsewhere 
 
International studies 
studying transnational connectedness as related to contemporary global issues such 
as environmental sustainability, global poverty, economic development and 
protection of human rights 

 
Scope of Coverage 
 
Materials are collected which support teaching and research in the above areas. 
Material outside the above areas may also be acquired if related research is being 

                                                           
1 University of Waterloo. Political Science. Program streams. Retrieved August 17, 2015 from 
https://uwaterloo.ca/political-science/program-streams  

https://uwaterloo.ca/political-science/program-streams
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conducted by individual faculty members. A more specific subject break-down is given in 
the section on subject and collecting levels. 
 
Languages  
English language materials are preferred. Materials in other languages are collected if 
appropriate. 
 
Geographical Areas 
Canada, United States of America, Latin America, South America, Europe, Middle East, 
East Asia, South Asia, South Africa. 
 
Chronological Periods 
Primarily 20th and 21st centuries. Stronger emphasis is on the post-World War II period. 

 
Dates and Places of Publication 
Priority is given to current materials published in North America and Europe but 
materials published in other areas are collected if appropriate. 
 
Types and Formats of Materials Collected 
 
The types of materials collected are books; periodicals, including monographic series; 
conference proceedings; and reference works, including encyclopedias, dictionaries, and 
research databases (indexes and abstracts).  The formats of materials are generally print 
or electronic. The Library does not normally acquire textbooks. The Library does not 
acquire materials in a format for which access cannot be provided in the Library. 
 
All collections are systematically reviewed for currency of information and to ensure that 
essential and important resources are retained.  Superseded editions and titles containing 
outdated information are withdrawn as necessary.  Classic retrospective materials are retained 
and preserved to serve the needs of foundational and historical study. 
 
Other Resources Available 
 
The Library explores opportunities for collaborative purchases with the Ontario Council 
of University Libraries and the Canadian Research Knowledge Network. 
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Subjects, Library of Congress Classification, and Collecting Levels 
For further explanation about collecting levels, see Appendix 1 on page 6. 

 

Subjects and Library of Congress Classification  Collecting Level 

Political Science (reference, general works, methodology)  
JA 1-92, Z7161-7963 

Instructional  

Political theory, Political philosophy, Normative theory 
(including deliberative democracies / consociationalism, 
Regime change) 
JC 11-628 

Research 

Parliamentary government, Public administration. Public law 
and policy (including social, aboriginal/indigenous, health, 
gender, environmental/energy, business/industry) 
GE170-350, HD9502-9502.5,  
JF331-341, JF1338-2112, JJ1000-1019, RA1-418.5 
Also covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Research 

Comparative Politics (especially between/among Canada, 
Australia, NZ, US, and UK) on a variety of topics 
JF20-2112 
Also covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Research 

Canadian politics all levels (including parties, elections and 
marketing)  
JL1-500, JS171-227, JS1701-1800, JV7200-7539 
Also covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Research 

Canadian constitutional law. Supreme Court, Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms 
KE1-9450 

Research 

Canadian policy (especially aboriginal, immigration, 
multiculturalism) 
Covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Instructional 

Politics of Quebec 
JL250 
Also covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Research 

International law  
KZ2-6795 (formerly JX2001-6650) 

Instructional 

Politics of Indigenous peoples (in Canada and globally) 
GN301-673, JV500-5397 
Also covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Instructional 

International organizations, Non-governmental organizations 
JZ4835-5490, KZ3900-5490 (formerly JX1901-1995) 

Research 

International relations. Foreign policy. Diplomacy 
JZ5-6530 (formerly JX1305-1896) 

Research 

Globalization, International arbitration,  Global governance, 
Security, Civil-military relations, Human rights, Diaspora, 

Research 
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Subjects and Library of Congress Classification  Collecting Level 

Refugees, Tourism, Migration 
JZ1249-5160 (formerly JX1305-6650), JZ5587-6009, UA600-
977 

Political economy. International finance and trade (including 
International Monetary Fund), Canada, regional, comparative, 
Economic development, Business 
JF51, HB73, HD72-88, HF1410-1480, HF1701-2701, HG201-
1496, HG1501-4280.7, HT388 

Research 

Politics of gender, interest groups, minorities, ethnicity, 
nationality, ethnography.  
HQ1101-2030.7, JC312, JF529, JC311-314, HV 541-4959 
Also covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Research 

Political documentary 
PN1995.9 

Instructional 

Politics of poverty, developing areas 
Covered in classifications mentioned elsewhere 

Research 

United States 
JK1-9993  

Research 

Latin America (branching into Global South)   
JL1400-1679, HC59.7 

Research 

Europe 
JN1-9689 

Research 

Asia (China and East Asia, South Asia) 
JQ21-1749 

Research 

Middle East 
JQ1758-1852 

Research 

South Africa 
DT1701-2405 

Research 

Africa 
JQ1870-3981 

Basic 
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Appendix 1 
Explanation of Levels of Collecting, adapted from Research Library Group Guidelines 
 
Levels of Collecting 
 
 Out of Scope 

Materials to support research and curricula in this subject area are not covered 
in this Collection Policy Statement. Coverage of interdisciplinary subject areas 
and topics linked across departments can be identified with references to other 
Collection Policy Statements.   
 

 Basic Information/Reference Level 
The collection serves to introduce and define the subject.  Only the most important 
reference works, general surveys, the most significant works of major authors, and a 
limited selection of representative general periodicals are collected.   
 

 
 Instructional Support Level (Undergraduate) 

The collection supports all courses of undergraduate study.  Materials collected include 
a wide range of reference works, fundamental bibliographic tools, and an extensive 
collection of monographs and periodicals.  Access to owned or remotely-accessed 
electronic resources, including texts, journals, data sets, etc. is provided.  

 
 
 Research Level 

The collection includes major published source materials required for master’s degree 
programmes, doctoral study and independent research in the subject.  All formats, 
including appropriate foreign-language titles, are acquired.  Historically important 
monographs, archival materials, and back-runs of serials are acquired as necessary. 


